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Poland may not be the first country you'd imagine to be green (in the recycling sense of the
word), but this weekend marks the 5th year of their international Przetwory (Recycles)
Festival.   Artists will spend a
few days remaking unwanted materials into amazing works of art and design, to be judged by
an international jury of fine arts movers & shakers.  Hosted in a giant warehouse in the Praga
district of Warsaw, the event will draw an audience of thousands.

  

The ECC will represent at this Maker-Faire-style event with the VidiMasher 3000, using it to
create something more than a DJ set, but short of a full performance.  This is your best
chance in Warsaw to see what an ECC show is like!

                                PRZETWORY/RECYCLES 5

OPENING TIMES
Artists start their work on Thursday and Friday (9th and 10th of December)
              RECYCELS 5 exhibition will be open for the public
              on Saturday (11th of December) between 3pm-8pm
              on Sunday (12th of December) between 12am-7pm

[...] After four-year struggle related to organizing RECYLES event we can easily position ourselves on the radical other end of the rainbow towards mass production. We are promoting totally different approach to the product by supporting D.I.Y. idea and by endorsing unique design solutions.
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This year we are willing to go one step further by asking the artists a provocative question: HOW TO SURVIVE?

              This year‘s fifth edition of the RECYCLES festival will have an international rank.

              Organizers with the support of Culture Institutes from England, Spain, France, Netherlands and Latvia invited to Warsaw artists from all over the Europe, who together with Polish designers will ‘recycle‘ during the festival.  [...]
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